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ABSTRACT
We have developed a new functionalization approach for semiconductor nanocrystals based on a single-step exchange
of surface ligands with custom-designed peptides. This peptide-coating technique yield small, monodisperse and very
stable water-soluble NCs that remain bright and photostable. We have used this approach on several types of core and
core-shell NCs in the visible and near-infrared spectrum range and used fluorescence correlation spectroscopy for rapid
assessment of the colloidal and photophysical properties of the resulting particles. This peptide coating strategy has
several advantages: it yields probes that are immediately biocompatible; it is amenable to improvements of the different
properties (solubilization, functionalization, etc) via rational design, parallel synthesis, or molecular evolution; it
permits the combination of several functions on individual NCs. These functionalized NCs have been used for diverse
biomedical applications. Two are discussed here: single-particle tracking of membrane receptor in live cells and
combined fluorescence and PET imaging of targeted delivery in live animals.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Fluorescent semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs)3 have become increasingly popular as potential replacement of
fluorescent dyes for multiple biomedical applications. Their broad excitation spectra, associated with tunable and
narrow emission spectra, their photostability, brightness and quantum yield make them serious contenders as ideal
fluorescent probes for applications demanding high-sensitivity, high signal-to-noise or long observations4. However,
high-quality NCs are usually synthesized in organic solvents, and additional chemical modifications are required to
solubilize them in aqueous buffers and functionalize them for biomedical applications. This is accomplished by
exchanging the hydrophobic surface ligands with amphiphilic ones. Different NC solubilization strategies have been
devised over the past few years, including: (i) ligand exchange with simple molecules such as mercaptoacetic acid5,
dithiothreitol6 or more sophisticated ones such as oligomeric phosphines7, dendrimers8, amphiphilic polymers9 triblock
copolymers10 and peptides1, (ii) encapsulation in silica shells11, 12, phospholipid micelles13, polymer beads14, polymer
shells15, amphiphilic polysaccharides16 and, (iii) combination of several layers conferring the required colloidal stability
to NCs17-19. Among these possible routes, some have known limitations, leading to particles that either lack long-term
stability5, 6, have reduced QY, are significantly larger than the original particles9, 10, have broader size distributions11 or
do not work well with all particle sizes13. Recently, some groups have developed promising water-based synthesis20, 21
yielding particles emitting from the visible to the NIR spectrum that are natively water-soluble, but have yet to be tested
in biological environments.
*
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Solubilization is but the first step towards using NCs as biological probes, unless they are used as mere non-specific
fluorescent stain, as demonstrated in experiment involving E. coli bacteria22, amoeba23 and human cell lines23-25 or
Xenopus embryo13. For biological targeting, some kind of biological “interfacing” is necessary. Some applications will
require having a single recognition moiety attached to the nanocrystal (e.g. DNA oligonucleotide, aptamer, antibody,
etc). A simple method consists of exchanging the solubilization ligands with the molecule of interest, as was
demonstrated with DNA oligonucleotides 26. More generally, as most NC-ligands expose either a carboxyl or an amine
group, standard bioconjugation reactions can be used to functionalize NCs with molecules containing a thiol group13, 27,
28
or an NHS-ester moiety11 respectively. Alternatively, heterobifunctional reagents 5-7, 19, 29 can be used to cross-link
molecules to the NC-ligands. Avoiding functionalization chemistry altogether, some researchers have used electrostatic
interactions between NCs and charged adapter molecules, or proteins modified to incorporate charged domains30, 31. For
instance, biotinylated or streptavidin- (SAv) coated NCs can be used in combination with SAv-functionalized or
biotinylated proteins or antibodies1, 9, 17, 23, 32-35. Using an antibody against a specific target, and a biotinylated secondary
antibody, itself bound to a SAv-coated NC, any type of target can be labeled using a three-layer approach 9, 34.
In contrast to classical fluorophores used for biological labeling, the large surface area of NCs (their diameter varying
from a few nm36 to a few dozens nm10) increases the number of available attachment groups (10-100). In other words,
labeling of NCs is therefore statistical and conrolled by stoichiometry. If the size of the attached moiety approaches the
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Fig.
1:
Nanocrystal
peptide-coating
approach. A. Schematic representation of
the surface coating chemistry of CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals with phytochelatin-related peptides. The peptide C-terminal adhesive
domain binds to the ZnS shell of CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals after exchange with the
trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) surfactant.
A polar and negatively charged hydrophilic
linker domain in the peptide sequence
provides aqueous buffer solubility to the
nanocrystals.
TMAOH:
Tetramethyl
ammonium
hydroxide;
Cha:
3cyclohexylalanine. From ref. 1. B. Peptide
toolkit. The light blue segment contains
cysteines and hydrophobic aminoacids
ensuring binding to the nanocrystal
(adhesive domain of Fig. 1A) and is
common to all peptides. S: solubilization
sequence (hydrophilic linker domain of Fig.
1A), P: PEG, B: biotin, R: recognition
sequence, Q: quencher, D: DOTA (1,4,7,10tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic
acid) for radionuclide and nuclear spin label
chelation, X: any unspecified peptideencoded function. NCs solubilization is
obtained by a mixture of S and P. NCs can
be targeted with biotin (B), a peptide
recognition sequences (R), or other chemical
moieties. NCs fluorescence can be turned on
or off by attaching a quencher (Q) via a
cleavable peptide link. In the presence of the
appropriate enzyme, the quencher is
separated from the NC, restoring the
photoluminescence and reporting on the
enzyme activity. For simultaneous PET
(resp. MRI) and fluorescence imaging, NCs
can be rendered radioactive by chelation of
radionuclides (resp. nuclear spin labels)
using DOTA (D). Adapted from ref. 4.

NC size, steric hindrance will prevent the attachment of more than a few of these moieties per NC. Size or charge
differences can sometimes be utilized to further purify singly labeled from unlabeled or multiply labeled NCs. In some
cases, multipotent NC probes can be desirable. The large number of surface attachment groups becomes an advantage,
as different functions can be “grafted” to individual NCs. For instance, in addition to a recognition moiety, NCs could
be equipped with a membrane crossing or cell internalization capability, and/or an enzymatic function. In general
however, addition of functions may result in an increase of the final NC size.Our group has investigated a new approach
that would allow a single type of ligand and a single step exchange of surfactant to perform all necessary functions: (i)
protect the core-shell NC from degradation, (ii) maintain the original NC photophysical properties, (iii) solubilize NCs
in aqueous buffers (iv) provide a biological interface to the NC, and (v) allow multiple functions to be easily
incorporated. This surface chemistry was designed to be simple, robust, and evolvable. The existence of biologically
synthesized NCs37 consisting of CdS cores coated by natural peptides, led us to rationally design several peptide
sequences comprising a metal-chelating part and hydrophobic residues ensuring attachment to the NC shell, and a
hydrophilic tail providing solubilization (Fig. 1A). The resulting particles have excellent colloidal properties,
photophysics and biocompatibility, and this “peptide toolkit” can easily be tailored to provide additional functionalities
(Fig. 1B). More importantly, these peptide-coated NCs are amenable to molecular evolution for improved properties, a
strategy that has proven extremely powerful for the recognition, synthesis and self-assembly of nanocrystals38, 39. The
versatility of the peptide code, and the example of the myriad of functions evolved by Nature, endows this technology
with the potential to fulfill the goals previously set forward.
This peptide-coating technique yield small, monodisperse and very stable water-soluble NCs that remain bright and
photostable. We have successfully used this approach on several types of core and core-shell NCs in the visible and
near-infrared spectrum range. The colloidal and photophysical properties of the resulting particles were tested by
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS). In this report, we describe the
peptide-coating approach (section 2), the results of colloidal and photophysical characterization for various types of
NCs (section 3 & 4), and conclude with two examples of biological applications: single-particle tracking (SPT) of
membrane receptor in live cells (section 5) and combined fluorescence and micro-positron emission tomography
(µPET) imaging of targeted delivery in live animals (section 6). We conclude by a brief overview of future
developments (section 7).

2. THE PEPTIDE-COATING APPROACH
2.1. A natural design
As illustrated by the brief review of available techniques presented in the introduction, interfacing hydrophilic organic
molecules with the inorganic surface of NCs is a significant challenge. Interestingly, very efficient processes have
naturally evolved for this particular problem in the form of biosynthesis of phytochelatins by some plants, yeast and
bacteria strains. Phytochelatins are cysteine-rich peptides that these organisms synthesize to detoxify their environment
from harmeful metal ions such as Cd2+ 40. These peptides of structure ( -EC)nG (n, the number of dipeptide repeats, is
typically 2-4) can complex metal ions into semiconductor NCs such as CdS37, 41. These intracellular peptide-coated NCs
are very stable and possess photoluminescent properties similar to chemically synthesized NCs, but have a tendency to
degrade upon photoexcitation42. Phytochelatin-related peptides with γ and α-linkages have been used as templates for
nucleation and in vitro growth of NCs such as ZnS or CdS42, 43. Recently, combinatorial techniques44, 45 and phage
display38 have been employed to improve the interfacing of peptides with semiconductor nanoparticles. However, NCs
grown from peptide templates have found little use as probes for biological imaging. One possible reason is their lower
crystalline quality compare to chemically synthesized NCs, but also the absence of higher band gap shell material on top
of the semiconductor cores, which might result in rapid photodegradation. On the basis of these naturally formed
organic-inorganic hybrid materials, we designed synthetic -peptides similar to the phytochelatins, that can efficiently
bind on the surface of CdSe/ZnS NCs synthesized with TOPO surfactant and provide buffer soluble, biocompatible, and
photostable NCs probes amenable to fluorescence imaging of live cells.
2.2. Amphiphilic peptide sequences
The binding reaction of a typical phytochelatin-related synthetic -peptide on CdSe/ZnS NCs synthesized following
standard protocols1 is presented in Fig. 1A. The 20 amino acid long amphiphilic peptide has a hydrophobic adhesive
domain that binds on the ZnS surface of the NCs and a negatively charged and hydrophilic linker domain that can be
modified to include binding sequences or functional groups for conjugation (Fig. 1B) Cysteinyl thiolates, present in the
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adhesive domain, have previously been reported to act as surface ligands on NCs such as CdS and ZnS41, 46, 47.
Replacement of the cysteine residues (C) by alanine resulted in water insoluble particles, confirming that the essential
role of cysteine for the binding of the peptides on the NCs surface. Multiple repeats of cysteine in tandem were
preferred so as to enhance the stability of the peptide on the NCs by better surface coverage. Limiting the adhesive
domain to one repeat only resulted in unstable NCs. Such length-dependent stability was previously reported for CdS
NCs coated with phytochelatin peptides of various lengths42. The presence of hydrophobic 3-cyclohexylalanine (Cha)
residues around the cysteines in the adhesive domain helped the solubilization of the peptides in an apolar 9:1 (v:v)
pyridine:dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) cosolvent where TOPO-coated NCs are stable, therefore limiting the formation of
aggregate during the reaction . The large cyclohexyl moieties were also chosen to limit the cross-reactivity between the
cysteines of the adhesive domain and to compete with the hydrophobic TOPO on the NCs surface. When the Cha
residues were replaced by alanine, the obtained peptide-coated NCs were unstable in buffers. We have been recently
successful in replacing the unnatural amino-acid Cha by a natural one while preserving the stability and photophysical
properties of peptide-coated NC (data not shown).
Binding of the peptides on the ZnS layer was initiated by the formation of cysteine thiolates anion with the addition of
tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) base. Upon binding of the peptides, the nanoparticles precipitate out of the
cosolvent, and can be redissolved in DMSO and water. Dialysis and centrifugal filtration were then used to remove the
excess of un-bound peptides and the purification was assessed by size exclusion liquid chromatography (SE-HPLC) and
SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis1.

Table 1: Sequences of some phytochelatin-related -peptides. a 100 mM PBS buffer pH 7.2.b25 mM potassium hydrophthalate
buffer pH 4.0 and 25 mM sodium bicarbonate buffer pH 10.0. cAll sequences are written from N- to C-terminus. Cmd:
carboxamide; Ac: N-terminal acetylation; Suc: N-terminal succinylation; Cha: 3-cyclohexylalanine, PEG: hexaethyleneglycol.
ND: not determined. From ref. 1.

Peptide 1 (Table 1), composed of the adhesive domain only, could efficiently solubilize CdSe/ZnS in DMSO and water
but the aggregates were observed at pH 7.2 in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) buffers for concentration above 5 mM. The
addition of a polar second domain, such as that of peptide 2, enhanced the stability in PBS buffers with ionic strength up
to 20 mM, although small NCs aggregates formed above this molarity. When positive charges were added by means of
arginine residues (R) (peptide 3) to improve the stability of the particles in higher ionic strength buffers, the NCs readily
aggregated upon water solubilization. These aggregations may have arisen from the interaction of the positively charged
arginine residues with the negatively charged surface of the NCs. To overcome these charge interactions, a polar but
negatively charged domain containing glutamic acid residues (E) (peptide 4) was tested, and successfully conferred both
solubilization and colloidal stability to the nanoparticles in PBS buffers containing 100 mM and higher salt. This
domain was thus chosen as a hydrophilic linker addition for other peptides sequences (Fig. 1A).
2.3. Modularity of the peptide toolkit
The peptide code has a few billion years of proven record of versatility, and modern peptide synthesis techniques allow
a relatively simple strategy of rational design and parallel synthesis to explore it in a targeted manner. Starting from the
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two basic building blocks (or modules) presented previously: (i) an adhesive domain, and (ii) a hydrophilic linker, it is
possible to build more complex sequences providing functional handles to the coated-NC. A set of possible examples,
some actually used in our laboratory, and some easily obtainable with current techniques, is depicted schematically in
Fig. 1B. Cationic peptide sequences derived from the HIV Tat protein48 or other protein transduction domains (PTD)
have been shown to promote cellular uptake of large molecules including nanocrystals24, and could be efficiently used
as a cellular entry module. For delivery to specific cellular compartment, peptide recognition sequences (R in Fig. 1B)
are natural candidates for targeting as demonstrated by nanocrystal labeling of mitochondria49 or the nucleus49, 50.
Clivable sequences, peptide “velcros”, and even small proteins can be added to the sequences used to complement the
adhesive and hydrophilic liner modules of the peptide toolkit. The first example is illustrated in Fig. 1B with a quencher
sequence (Q) that can be released by enzyme clivage, reporting on the presence of this enzyme by turning-on of the NC
fluorescence.
When specific functions cannot be easily provided by mere peptide add-ons, chemical moieties can be attached to the
basic building block, as illustrated for instance by the biotin-peptide (B) and the PEG-peptide coatings (P).
Polyethyleneglycol (PEG) is known to prevent non-specific adhesion of various type of particles (and NCs) to
biological substrates and has been successfully used to prevent rapid elimination of injected NCs from the blood
circulation2. Another type of modification by small chemical is illustrated by the addition of DOTA, a metal chelator
used in radiolabeling studies (D, see also section 6), which allows both fluorescence and PET techniques to be used with
a single probe.

3. COLLOIDAL PROPERTIES OF PEPTIDE-COATED NANOCRYSTALS
Peptide-coated NCs are stable for months at room temperature and in buffers with biologically relevant ionic strength.
More specifically, their excellent size distribution (see below) remains stable, which is a prerequisite for the simple
interpretation of biological observations where aggregation can be observed.
3.1. Size distribution as measured by standard techniques
Synthesis of NC cores often result in size dispersion of a few percents only51, with a slight broadening upon overcoating
by a few shell layer52-54, as measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This small dispersion results in the
characteristic narrow emission spectra of NCs. The size dispersion of functionalized NCs is not has easily measured,
since the organic material does not offer any electronic contrast. Staining with heavy elements can solve this problem13,
36
, but this approach is not simple or even guaranteed to succeed. A more standard method consist of taking advantage
of the solubility of functionalized NCs, and use SE-HPLC or gel electrophoresis to monitor the size distribution of the
sample. Fig. 2 illustrates the extraordinary narrow distribution of the peptide-coated NCs and the flexibility of the
peptide coating.
Fig. 2: SEC HPLC and
gel electrophoresis of
peptide-coated CdSe/ZnS
nanocrystals. A. Effect of
RYG
1.0
1.0
NC size. Green, yellow
GYR
and red NCs emitting at
G Y R
530, 565 and 617 nm
0.8
0.8
(5) (4) (6)
respectively and coated
with peptide 5 were
0.6
0.6
separated on a size
exclusion column against
a 0.1 M PBS mobile
0.4
0.4
phase. The diameter of
the peptide-coated NCs
0.2
0.2
was evaluated from the
elution times as 129.4 Å
(±15%), 150.3 Å (±16%)
0.0
0
5
10
15
20
25 and 164.8 Å (±14%)
0
5
10
15
20
25
respectively. Inset: 0.5 %
Retention time (min)
Retention time (min)
agarose
gel
electrophoresis of the same three peptide-coated NCs samples in TBE buffer pH 8.3. B. Effect of peptide charge. NCs coated with
peptide 5 (dash), peptide 4 (dot) or peptides 6 (solid) have similar retention times on a SEC HPLC column. Inset: the same peptideRelative luminescent intensity (a. u.)
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coated NCs migrate at different positions on a 0.5 % agarose gel, in good agreement with the theoretical charge of each peptide. -►:
position of the loading wells. →: direction of the applied electric field. Adapted from ref. 1.

Fig. 2A shows that a single type of peptide will not interfere with the expected order of migration, demonstrating a
constant peptide layer thickness, whatever the original size of the nanoparticle. Fig. 2B on the other hand, shows that
peptides with identical length but different electric charges will result in different coatings of the same underlying
nanoparticle. SE-HPLC provides an estimate of the hydrodynamic radius of the coated nanoparticle. Assuming that this
can be identified with the radius of the particle, the measured thickness of the peptide layer is 4.6 nm is in good
agreement with what is expected from a 10 aminoacid-long peptide chain 1. Interstingly, this result cannot be obtained
with atomic force microscopy, due to the different tip-sample interactions between TOPO-coated NCs and peptidecoated NCs1.
3.2. The verdict of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has become a method of choice to study small molecules in solution55. It
has recently been applied to NC in a 2-photon excitation (2-PE) mode56 to study emission saturation and differences in
diffusion coefficients (a measure of particle size) between organic solvent and water soluble NCs. We have
systematically investigated NC produced in our laboratory using 1-PE FCS in order to characterize their photophysics
and size before and after solubilization57. An estimate of the size can be obtained from the hydrodynamic radius R
calculated by the Stokes-Einstein equation: R = k T 6π η D where η is the viscosity and D the measured diffusion
B
constant. Fig. 3A-B show a comparison of results obtained for different type of solubilization approaches and different
NCs emitting at around the same wavelength (~ 600 nm), together with a bead sample of precisely know diameter (26
nm) as control. The interesting observation is that the peptide coating results in the smallest particles (~12 nm,
compared to ~18 nm for phospholipid-coated NCs, and 30 nm for commercial nanorods protected by a polymer coat).
This is definitely an advantage for cell biology applications in which interference with biological interactions and target
inaccessibility due to steric hindrance need to be kept to a minimum.
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Fig. 3: Comparative fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) analysis of nanocrystals. A. Normalized FCS curves of different
nanocrystal preparations, and comparison with fluorescent beads. Color coding: black: peptide-coated CdSe/ZnS, red: peptide-coated
CdSe/ZnCdS, green: phospholipids coated CdSe/ZnS (prepared as in ref. 13), dark blue: 25 nm bead, light blue: 605 nm emitting NCs
from Quantum Dot Corp. The NCs and beads were chosen to emit at similar wavelengths (~600 nm). The FCS curve fit provides two
parameters: the diffusion time, and the number of particle per excitation volume. From these and other information, the
hydrodynamic diameter of the particles (B) and the brightness per particle in percent (C) can be deduced57.

4. PHOTOHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PEPTIDE-COATED NANOCRYSTALS
An almost universal observation of researchers in the field is the loss of quantum yield (QY) of NCs upon
solubilization. This fate was not spared to the first peptide-coated NCs produced in our laboratory. Quantum yield is
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however an ensemble measurement that does not report adequately on the individual brightness per particle, b. This
quantity can be obtained from FCS measurements as: b = I/N, where I is the average signal, and N the occupancy of the
excitation volume is given by the inverse amplitude of the FCS curve: N = 1/g(2)(0). Measured at the same intensity for
different samples, it gives a measure of the relative brightness of the fraction of emitting particles in the sample57. This
fraction can be low58, and this will reduce the observed QY. Fig. 3C represents the result of measurements of b/b0 for
the different samples, where b0 is the largest measured brightness per particle. Note that b0 corresponds to rods that may
have a comparatively larger absorption cross-section. Two parameters can thus be improved in a NC sample: (i) the
brightness per particle, and (ii) the fraction of emitting particles.
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Fig. 4: Single-molecule spectroscopy of peptide-coated NCs. A: Time trace of fluorescence emission of a red peptide-coated NC
observed by confocal microscopy (see ref. 59 for setup details), exhibiting intermittency. Excitation: 100 nW at 488 nm. Detection:
the signal was equally split by a non-polarizing beam splitter cube and sent to two avalanche photodiodes. The signal of a single
channel is shown here. B: Antibunching histogram corresponding to the time trace shown in (A) obtained using a setup similar as
described in ref. 60. The histogram represents the delay between successive photons emitted by the observed nanocrystal, as detected
by the two detectors (start and stop). The absence of events with zero-delay indicates the presence of a single emitter. This histogram
thus confirms that the trace in (A) corresponds to a single weakly blinking NC.

The well known intermittent fluorescence of NCs (Fig. 4A) suggests a possible way to improve brightness per particle:
by reducing the amount of blinking, the total number of photons per unit time can be increased without any need to
increase the maximum emission rate of NCs. A recent report61 seems to indicate that thiol groups contribute to a
quenching of electron traps on the NC surface. The presence of six thiol moieties per adhesive module in our peptide
coating could thus explain the relative low blinking observed in Fig. 4A (see also Fig. 5).

Sample

CdSe/ZnS
CdSe/CdS/ZnS (graded)
CdSe/CdS/ZnS (layered)
CdSe/CdS
CdSe/CdS/ZnS (graded)

Emission Peak
TOP/TOPO peptides
(toluene)
(water)
613
613
620
625-630
622
624-625
620
622-623
648
652-654

QY
TOP/TOPO
(toluene)
19%
26%
14%
35%
16%

peptides
(water)
9-15%
20-35%
1-2%
2-3%
10-13%

Table 2: CdSe cores overcoated with inorganic shells of
various
compositions
at
different stages of peptide
exchange. All quantum dots
(1-3) have identical core sizes
(4.5 nm) except sample 4
(CdSe/CdS, 3.5 nm core)
Sample 5 has a 5 x 25 nm core.

Beyond this beneficial effect of peptide coating, we studied possible modifications to the NC shell structure that could
enhance their luminescence62. Reports of increased QY in NC samples possessing a graded CdS/ZnS shell63 with
reduced lattice mismatch led us to look at the cumulated effects of graded/layered shells and peptide coating. Table 2
summarizes our results: peptide-coating and UV annealing of a simple of graded shell allows an almost complete
recovery of the original QY, with the graded shell resulting in the higher QY. An additional effect worth noticing is the
slight red shift of the emission spectra upon peptide-coating of the graded and layered shell samples, indicating a
possible interaction between the excitonic wavefunction and the peptide molecular orbitals. Experiments performed
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with peptide sequences containing the same adhesive module and different hydrophilic linkers showed no differences,
indicating that only the amino-acids in close contact with the shell play a role in this spectral shift. We are currently
investigating other adhesive sequences to further quantify this phenomenon.

5. SINGLE-PARTICLE TRACKING OF MEMBRANE RECEPTORS IN LIVE CELLS
Among the non-peptide module depicted in Fig. 1B, biotin is one of the simplest and most potent functions that can be
added to NCs. Its high affinity for avidin or streptavidin makes it a tool of choice for many biochemical assays. We
discovered that peptide-coated NCs non-specifically bind to avidin in vitro, but not in vivo, whereas this non-specificity
is absent for streptavidin and neutravidin1. To validate the biocompatibility of the biotinylated peptide-coated NCs (bpcNCs), we targeted them to the cell membrane of HeLa cells over-expressing a GPI-anchored avidin-CD14 (av-CD14)
chimeric receptor protein1 (CD14 is not constitutively expressed by HeLa cells). Controls showed that the binding was
specific of the cells expressing the mutant receptor and of the bpc-NCs. At high concentration of bpc-NCs, we observed
rapid internalization of the bpc-NCs in the perinuclear region, in agreement with control experiments performed with
Alexa 594 biocytin using standard epifluorescence microscopy1.
At very low concentration of bpc-NCs however, we were able to observe individual binding events and the subsequent
Brownian motion of individually labeled Av-CD14 receptors, as illustrated in Fig. 5. The brightness and high saturation
intensity of peptide-coated NCs57, 62 allows the use of an inexpensive CCD camera (CoolSnap cf, Princeton Instruments,
Trenton, NJ) and rather short exposure (100 ms). Later experiments performed with an electron multiplying camera
(Cascade 512B, Princeton Intruments) and total internal reflection (TIR) microscopy allowed using much shorter
exposure time (20 ms or less). As mentioned previously, peptide-coated NC exhibited very little blinking and negligible
bleaching (Fig. 5D), permitting long-term tracking of individual particles. These long trajectories give access to a
wealth of information on the local spatio-temporal environment of each particle, which would be accessible only
through statistical analysis of hundreds of trajectories using standard fluorescent dyes64. We are currently studying the
association of individual receptors with lipid rafts using this very powerful new tool.
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Fig. 5: Single-particle tracking in a livecell. The brightness and photostability of
NCs permits single NC observation over a
long period of time. Live HeLa cells stably
transfected with a plasmid expressing a
chimeric avidin-CD14 receptor1 were
grown
on
fibronectin-coated
glass
coverslips, incubated with biotin-NCs
(emission: 630 nm), and washed with the
observation medium. The cells were
observed in DIC (A) and epifluorescence
(B) on an inverted microscope (Axiovert
100, Zeiss) using a simple Hg lamp and
imaged with a cooled monochrome CCD
camera (CoolSnap HQ, Roper Scientific).
Single-NCs were observed to diffuse at
characteristically different rates in different
regions of the membrane or inside the
cytosol (data not shown). C: The 1,000
steps (100 ms/step) trajectory, R(t), of the
NC localized in the region marked in panel
(A, B), with (D) the corresponding NC
intensity, I(t). The blinking pattern
(succession of on and off emission)
demonstrates that a single NC was
observed. From ref. 4.

6. FLUORESCENCE AND µPET IN LIVE ANIMALS
Besides their exceptional fluorescence characteristics, the large electronic density of NCs makes them excellent TEM
probes, as demonstrated by recent dual fluorescence/TEM studies34. This gives access to the high-resolution spatial and
temporal information afforded by single-molecule fluorescence tracking, but also to the very high-resolution structural
information, unique to electron microscopy. Fluorescence NCs however have also proven their value in a multitude of
live animal studies, in which near-infrared emitting NCs were injected and imaged through the animal skin10 or used as
a background-free reporter for surgery65. Deeper imaging might however be difficult to perform, due to absorption and
scattering of the excitation and emission light.
We therefore explored another route, using microPET imaging of NCs injected in the blood circulation (Fig. 6A). NCs
having DOTA (a chelator used for radiolabeling) and 600 Da PEG on their surface were radiolabeled with 64Cu (a
positron-emitting isotope with a 12.7 hour half-life). These NCs were then injected (~ 80 uCi per animal) via tail-vein
into nude mice under anesthesia and imaged in a small animal scanner at regular intervals. Rapid and marked
accumulation of NCs in the liver quickly follows their intravenous injection in normal adult nude mice. The liver is the
single largest organ that traps the majority of the injected NCs. The uptake of NCs by Kupffer cells that are part of the
reticulo-endothelial system in the liver is the likely reason for the high accumulation of radiolabeled NCs in the hepatic
region, which could be prevented by using higher molecular weight PEG-peptide coating. Biopsies of the liver observed
by optical microscopy, confirm this accumulation of NCs within hepatocytes (Fig. 6B). A further step could involve
TEM imaging of the precise localization of NCs in cells, illustrating the potential of NCs as probes at the macro-,
micro- and nanoscale.

A

B

Fig. 6: microPET imaging of NCs. NCs having DOTA (a chelator used for radiolabeling) and 600 dalton PEG on their surface
were radiolabeled with 64Cu (positron-emitting isotope with 12.7 hour half-life). These NCs were then injected via tail-vein into
nude mice (~ 80 uCi per animal) and imaged in a small animal scanner. A: Rapid and marked accumulation of NCs in the liver
quickly follows their intravenous injection in normal adult nude mice. This could be avoided by functionalizing NCs with higher
molecular weight PEG chains, as demonstrated in other studies2. B: Overlay of DIC and fluorescence images of hepatocytes from
a mouse showing the accumulation of NCs within liver cells. Scale bar indicates 20 um. Adapted from ref. 4.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have developed a novel approach for the solubilization and functionalization of NCs, and demonstrated its potential
for biological imaging, both at the single-molecule level in live cell and in whole live animal. The resulting NCs are not
only very monodisperse, but they remain of moderate size, have quantum yields comparable to the original nonfunctionalized NCs and moderate blinking. The peptide toolkit has the advantage to produce bioactivated particles in a
single step, and offer the modularity of the peptide code, while leaving open the possibility to attach any desirable
chemical moiety to the peptide coat. We are working on applications of this technology to fluorescence in situ
hybridization, intracellular targeting and to extend it to NCs with different composition.
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